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Introduction of mercantile law

Mercantile law is a body of law or a legal code 
that deals with international commerce , 
business transactions and operation like 
agreement contract,copyrights, franchising, 
insurance , licensing, patents, shipping, 
transport, trademark etc.



Agreement and types of 
agreement



Meaning of agreement

Agreement is the meeting of minds or a mutual 
understanding between two or more persons 
about their reciprocal rights and duties 
regarding past or future performances. This can 
be an agreement, however, not 
a contract because it does not create 
a legal obligation between the parties. ...



Definition of agreement

“Every promise and every set of promises 
Forming the Consideration for each Other is 
an agreement”







Social agreement
A agreements based 
on social arrangements: 
an agreement to share 
winnings in a lottery 
syndicate. These 
arrangements are usually 
set out in writing and 
signed, which again helps 
the evidence that 
the agreement is meant to 
be legally binding



Legal agreement

A mutual understanding between 
two or more legally competent 
individuals or entities about their 
rights and duties regarding their 
past or future performances and 
consideration



Sale deed agreement

A sale deed is generally a document 
which transfers the rights of a party 
with a property of another property. 
It is majorly drafted as a continuation 
of the agreement of sale. All the 
terms and conditions which are 
mentioned in the  
agreement of sale will be satisfied 
and observed in the sale deed..



Mortgage agreement
When you finally close on your home 
loan you'll have many different forms and 
contracts to read over and sign to make 
things official. One of these contracts is 
your mortgage agreement. The mortgage 
agreement is a binding contract required 
for just about any basic home mortgage 
loan. This contract is your promise to pay 
the mortgage and abide by the loan's 
terms.



Construction agreement

It means the proposed building 
agreement between the Company 
and a proposed builder 
substantially in the form of the 
draft agreement a copy of which 
has been signed on behalf of the 
Authority and the Company for 
the purposes of identification.



Other types of agreement
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